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1.. INTRO DUCTIO N coordinate transformations upon the equations of mo-
tion are also investigated. Subsequently, the possibility
of gravitational radiation of moving bodies in their own
field and the possible reaction of such radiation upon
their motion is discussed. Finally, a review of the at-
tempts is given of generalizing the Einstein-Infeld-
Hoffmann method to other field theories than that of
gravitation.

It is hoped that this review will be found to be a
useful summary of the work done on the question of
gravitational motion during the last twenty years, and
a suitable basis for carrying research into the yet
unknown.

A MONG classical field theories, the theory of gravi-
tation, also called general relativity theory, oc-

cupies a somewhat peculiar place. Unlike most other
field theories, the field equations of relativity theory are
nonlinear. This implies that many facts, well known in
linear theories, have no analogs in general relativity
theory, and conversely. The equations of motion of the
gravitational field are contained in the field equations, a
fact which does not apply for the motion of an electron
in the electromagnetic field. Conversely, it is dificult
to define the notion of a "wave" in relativity theory,
for the linear principle of superposition is crucial for
the existence of waves, at least in the sense that the
notion of a "wave" is normally used.

Since the gravitational field manifests itself in the
motion of its sources, the problem of finding the equa-
tions of motion is of fundamental importance. This
problem has been puzzling theoretical physicists for a
long time, and more or less convincing solutions have
been given on several occasions. Today, the problem
can be considered as solved, but the attempts and partial
solutions are scattered over a variety of journals and
over a long period of time. Thus, it is the object of this
review article to summarize the methods that lead from
the gravitational field equations to the equations of
motion and to outline the physical implications of those
methods. In addition, we shall discuss here some ampli-
fied aspects of the general methods which have grown
mainly out of the personal association of the author
with Dr. Infeld and the correspondence of the latter
with Dr. Einstein. Although this article does not aim
to consist entirely of original research, it will be found
that many parts are presented in a way not published
heretofore. In addition, the contents of Sec. 5 and of
parts of Sec. 6 are believed to be original.

The plan for this review is as follows. After a brief
introductory section on the notation and the principal
contents of general relativity theory, the reader will
find an exposition of the Einstein-Infeld-Hoffmann
method. The aim was to give enough material of the
calculations so that a reference to the unpublished notes
deposited at the Institute of Advanced Studies' is no
longer necessary. This is especially the case for the
discussion of the two-body problem in the following
section. Then the methods of integration of the differen-
tial equations of motion are studied and a new way is
presented by which this aim can be achieved. The
influence of the coordinate conditions and of genera

2. NOTATION

This paper mill use extensively well-known facts of
tensor calculus and general relativity. Unfortunately, no
over-all accepted notation has been established so that
it is necessary to list the notations and abbreviations
which will be used.

We shall represent the four-dimensional time-space
continuum by the coordinates

x', x', x', x',

where x' denotes time, the others the three space-
coo~dinates. Since time often plays a diGerent role in

physics than the other three coordinates, we shall use a
specific notation as follows. Wherever x& is written with
a Greek index, it is understood to represent either time
or one of the space coordinates. On the other hand, if
we write x with a Latie index, we mean by this that
x is one of the space coordinates only. This convention
is extended to all indices such that a Greek index as-
sumes the values 0—3, a Latin index 1—3.

We denote differentiation with respect to a world
coordinate by a stroke. Thus, for any entity T we have

Ti =BT/Bx—
We shall further denote the metric in the continuum

of the x 's by the ten functions

g-e(x") =ge-(x")-

Then the length of the world-line x&= P(t) is given by

2 dp d)e
si2= I P g eLx»= P(t)3 dt. (2.3)

a

' Einstein, Infeld, and Hoffmann, appendix to Ann. Math. 39,
66 (1938), unpublished notes deposited at the Institute for Ad-
vanced Studies, Princeton, New Jersey,

Furthermore, we shall use the summation conven-
tion. In an expression containing entities with indices

(any kind) or power exponents, it is understood that
one has to sum over the whole range of any such symbol
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that appears twice. In cases where we want to consider
one single term only, although a symbol of the above
kind appears twice, we shall use brackets in order to
indicate that the summation convention does not apply.

There is no unique way for assigning to a particular
world point a set of coordinates xP. We could equally
well take another set of numbers xi'" (with the same
properties as described above) for describing our world.
The passing from one set of coordinates to another one
is called a coordinate transformation and may be ex-
pressed mathematically in the following way:

G P=O. (2.11)

The notation is chosen as follows:
(a) Christoffel symbols

One also could use the contravariant entities instead of
the covariant ones.

The field variables in relativity theory are subject
to the following nonlinear field equations (see references
2, 3, 4)

x&'= f~(x ) (2 4)
= gg (gi~[c+gc~[i g~c(r) =—g [st&, 0']. (2.12)

The starred and the unstarred "systems" of coordinates
represent the same four-dimensional universe and in
both the length of a line must be expressible according
to (2.3).

Tensors are entities satisfying the following trans-
formation law under a coordinate transformation (2.4):

(b) Covariant derivatives

l
t ~ ~ ~

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ rr v' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
i rrI

(2.13)

Bx 8$
t„p.

Bx" Bxp
(2 3)

~ ~ ~
~ ~ ~ g ~ ~ ~ 'ir fi ~ ~ ~ a ~ ~ ~i

(c) Curvature tensor

~ ~ ~
~ ~ ~ P ~ ~ ~

(2.14)

The quantities g„p form a tensor, the metric tensor of
the world. We may deGne the contravariant metric
tensor g P by the equation

)g XK )t 0'f XK

fol 0.=y

0 for n4y
(2.6)

E„p~ ——R ~; E.=g pE p., (2.16)

With the help of the metric tensor we can rise or lower
indices of any tensor:

G~p= R&gg~ g P—~Rg P.

The field equations (2.11) are equivalent to

(2.17)

g Tp T' „~ gap+ ga (2 7) E p
——0. (2.18)

A set of functions y~(x&) defined in all points of the
world is called a "GeM." A is an index running from 1
to E, E being the total number of algebraically inde-
pendent "components" of the field at one world point.
The components of the field (also called field variables)
are subject to a set of functional relationships

L (yg)=0; 8=1 . X (2 8)

which are termed field equations. They can be expressed
as the Euler Lagrangian equations of a variational
principle

(2.9)

&-~= ( g)'g-~. -(2.10)

taken in the domain V, where the field equations are to
,be,satisGed.

The field variables of general relativity theory are
the components g p of the metric tensor of the world.
Instead of g p one could equally well use any linear
combinations of them or also the components of the
metric tensor density

The field variables satisfy the Bianchi identities

8 s, .',.g+Rp|1, .' .+Rg, .', s= 0. (2.19)

+1
0= 'g~p=

0

0 0
—1 0

0
0 0

0
0
0

—1.
(2.20)

The Minkowski metric represents the empty space.

~ P. G. Bergmann, Introduction to the Theory of Relativity
(Prentice-Hall Inc. , Neer York, 1942).' A. S. Edding ton, The Mathematical Theory of Relativity
(Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1923).' R. C. Tolman, Relativity, Thermodynamics and Cosmology
(Oxford University Press, London, 1934).

The latter are a geometrical property of the metric
tensor and thus are closely connected with the postulate
of the general covariance of our theory.

A trivial rigorous solution of the field equations
(2.18) is the flat Minkowski metric g p. If we choose the
units of space and time so that the velocity of light is
equal to 1, the Minkowski metric may be represented by
the following matrix:
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3. THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF MOTION

It has been recognized some twenty years ago by
Einstein and Grommer' that in general relativity theory
the equations of motion follow from the field equations.
Earlier, it was assumed that a "geodesic principle"
governs the relativistic motion of bodies. By this one
understood some generalization of the fact that a small
body in the gravitational field of a big one moves along a
geodesic line of the "external" field. This is a similar con-
cept as in Newtonian mechanics where the field equa-
tions are completed by the equations of motion, that
is by putting the acceleration of each particle equal to
the negative gradient of the field due to the other
particles present. Thus, the geodesic principle would

play in general theory the role of the equations of
motion.

When it became known that the relativistic equations
of motion are contained in the field equations, it had
to be questioned how the geodesic principle, whose
validity for sufficiently small particles in a large field
was all but established, could be fitted into the new
scheme. This problem has been investigated by Infeld
and Schild. ' These authors were able to show that the
geodesic principle (for sufficiently small particles) can
be deduced from the field equations, and that it is not
necessary to postulate it separately.

In order to obtain the relativistic equations of motioi.
from the field equations, one has to recur to an approxi-
mation procedure. This is due to the fact that the mo-
tion of the sources cannot completely be determined
unless such effects as spontaneous emission of radiation
are specifically excluded. This exclusion is accomplished
by assuming that all the motions are "slow" in the
sense that differentiation with respect to x' reduces the
order of magnitude of the term concerned at every
stage of the approximation procedure.

An outline ef this procedure was given for the first
time by Einstein, Infeld, and Hoffmann in 1938.' ~

Shortly thereafter there appeared an improved treat-
ment by Einstein and Infeld. ' In these first attempts
there remained some ambiguities and logical difficulties
unsolved. Later, however, the theory was developed
further and a completely new treatment was given by
Einstein and Infeld in 1949.' The method of Einstein
and co-workers has been modified by Hu" and Papa-
petrou" so as to treat the masses present in the field as
extended sources instead of as poles. Whereas this
treatment saves some labor when it comes to the actual
calculations of the equation of motion, it seems that
the Einstein-Infeld-Hoffmann method is simpler from

'A. Einstein and J. Grommer, Sitz. Herl. Akad. Wiss. 1927, 1
6L. Infeld and A. E. Schild, Revs. Modern Phys. 21, 408

(1949).
7 Einstein, Infeld, and Housman, Ann. Math. 39, 66 (1938).

A. Einstein and L. Infeld, Ann. Math. 41, 455 (1940).' A. Einstein and L. Infeld, Can. J. Math. 1, 209 (1949)."N. Hu, Proc. Roy, Irish Acad. 51A, 87 (1947).
"A. Papapetrou, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) A64 57 (1951).

gap 'gap+soap&

g
a p —

~
ap+ Iga p

(3 1)

(3 2)

where'h p is not assumed to be small. It turns out to be
convenient to replace the h's by the following linear
combinations:

PerP —A~P g 'Q~P'g~ kgb. (3.3)

The original field equations are as given in (2.11),
but one may take any linear combination hereof.
According to the choice (3.3) of field variables, it will

be convenient to choose the following field equations:

—2(R,g ,'g„gg—l p—R p)=0 (3.4)

Introducing everywhere the p's instead of the h's, one
can write Eq. (3.4) in the following way:

where

4&oo +2&00 =0

Pp„+23.p„=0

Q„„+2A „=0.
(3.5)

alld

@00 +00( ss

@Om |Om)ss+rps'tps

Pmn 7 [mn+ss7 [ms+ns7
~
nsmsfimn7rs[ss

(3 6)

2AOO = ys, (.,+2&'00

2Apm —Vms' so Ypp}mp+ 2A Om

2Am = nYpmfpn V'pn[pm+2~mnVps(ps+Vmn)00

~mn'Yop[ 00+2A mn

(3 &)

In these formulas, all the linear terms are written
out explicitly, while h.'„, stands for all the nonlinear
terms in the y's.

With any function F,& one can form the integral

F,gegdS
S

(3.8)

over an arbitrary closed surface 5 that does not pass
through any singularities of F In Eq. (3.8).

n, = cos(x„n) (3 9)

are the components of the normal unit vector to the
surface. The words "normal" and "unit" are used in the
conventional sense to designate the corresponding

a logical standpoint, especially if the later amendments
to that method are used.

In order to perform the approximation procedure,
the field variables are split into a part representing the
vacuum and another representing the deviation from it.
Accordingly, they are written as follows:
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functions of the coordinates which are implied by these
terms in Euclidian geometry.

If one takes as F the left-hand sides of the field
equations (3.5), one ends up with (since the surface
integrals of sts vanish)

which imples

A ppnI, dS =0,
S

(3.10)

(3.11)

The aim is to develop every function f(xo) into a
power series in 1/c—=X:

f(xk) Xoof+7ci,f+7c22f+. . . P )ck„f (3 12

7=x' ) (3.13)

The left-lower indices indicate the order of the term.
If the function f varies quickly in space, but slowly in

x, then one is justified in not treating all its derivatives
in the same fashion. The derivatives with respect to x'
will be of a higher order than space derivatives. One
can formalize this procedure by introducing an auxiliary
time

split into the following equations for each approxima-
tion step

2k-2433+22k —2~op = 0

2k i4om+22k-i~pm=0

2k( ms+ 22k~mn

(a)

(b) &.(3.16)

(c).

I.etusnow assume that 2+00' ' '2k 4+ppj 3+pm' ' '2k—3+pmj
and 4y „2k 4p „are all known. Then Eq. (3.16), if
solved will yield» 2&00, » &&0, 2I,& „;and if such a
procedure converges, one can determine the field to
any approximation desired. The structure of the equa-
tions indicate that one really can set all the odd terms
in ypp, p „and the even ones in &0 equal to zero. This
amounts to taking "zero" as solutions of Eq. (3.16) for
half-interger k's.

There are, however, at every stage of the approxima-
tion procedure the conditions (3.10) and (3.11) to be
satisfied. It can be shown that the divergence condition .

for sos (3.11) is automatically satisfied in each approxi-
mation step. On the other hand, the surface conditions
(3.10) are not generally satisfied; they are the condi-
tions which lead to the equations of motion.

To start the approximation procedure one has to
solve the following equations:

so that derivatives with respect to t can be treated on
the same footing as the space derivatives

2+00, s8 (a)

3 Yom, ss+ 3 Yos, ms 27CO, Om. (b)
(3.17)

fip ——Bf/Bxo= Bf/Br 7c=7cf p=Xf (3.14).

In other words, the "stroke" differentiation of a quan-
tity with respect to x can be replaced by the "comma"
difFerentiation with respect to r if the power of X= 1/c
with which this quantity is associated is simultaneously
raised by one.

With this notation, the p's may be developed into a
power series as follows:

Yoo lc 2%op+&' 4roo+7s' 3'roo+. (a)'

vp = ~3 3&o +~5 5&0 +
y „=)44' „+X'6y„„+

(b) &.(3.15)

(c).

The start with different powers of X is an assumption
which can be justified heuristically. It will be seen that
Eq. (3.15) leads to a possible solution of the field equa-
tions. It is, however, possible to retain all the terms in
Eq. (3.15), instead of only alternating powers of X.
This would lead to solutions analogous to those in
electromagnetic theory representing radiation. It is for
this reason that one calls the omitted terms in Eq. (3.15)
"radiation" terms.

Going back to the field equations (3.5)—(3.7), one can
introduce the y's into the latter in their power series
development. Spontaneous radiation is excluded by the
assumption that all the p's vary slowly in time and
quickly in space; in other words, by assuming that all
the p's are of such a type that Eq. (3.14) applies. Thus,
according to Eq. (3.5)—(3.7), the field equations are

The character of the entire solution will depend on the
choice of the harmonic function one takes as a solution
of (3.17a). The term 2yop is the gravitational Potential
as one would find it if one were to use Newtonian theory
instead of general relativity theory. Since one is in-
terested in a solution representing p particles in the
Newtonian approximation, one has to write

(3.18a)

221 ~~0m. d~=—21 I Co=o,
$&

(3.19)

22gAm„n„dS —= 2y C., =0.
s&

(3.20)

AsP —
f (xk A+2) (xk AXk) }—s (Ar)

—i (3 1gb)

Here, .4r is the "distance" in space of a point from the
Ath singularity. Now, introducing 2&op into (3.17b) and
again obtaining three equations for the three functions
3+0, one observes that the latter is only soluble if the
"m's are constant in time. Only then the conditions
(3.10) are satisfied for that stage of the approximation
procedure.

Going on, one observes that at every step of the
approximation one has to solve equations of the type
of Eqs. (3.16).Since one has the surface condition (3.10),
Eqs. (3.16) are consistent only if one has
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changes gk y Co into

2k-~"Co—+2k i~co—42k S"m. (3.22)

Similarly, if one replaces 2k 2y00 (containing the addi-
tional poles) by

2k—2 Y00~2k—2700 2k-2 ~n ~k n

(i.e. adding dipoles), '2k (. is changed into
~ ~

2k Cm +2k Cm 2k—2 ~m.

Therefore, it can be made zero by choosing

(3.23)

(3 24)

AC' A/
2k—2 ~m 2k ~m. (3.25)

By proceeding in this way, one accumulates single
poles and dipoles; the additional expressions in goo are

Qg2k —
2(42k-2A224 AiP+ «k 2A+ AP ) (3.26)

However, since negative masses are not known, gravita-
tional dipoles have no physical meaning. Thus, one has,
at the end of the approximation procedure, to annihilate
all these additional dipoles by taking

Herein, 8" is representing a surfa, ce around the 3th
singularity. If 5~ would not enclose a singularity, then
the surface integrals in (3.19/20) would be trivially
zero. The A's in Eqs. (3.19/20) are already known. Thus
it is likely to happen that the (.'s in (3.19) and (3.20)
are not zero, so that Eqs. (3.16) cannot be integrated.
However, by adding single poles to the Pr0020ms y's
one can insure the integrability of Eq. (3.16b), and by
adding dipoles the integrability of Eq. (3.16c). It is
easily seen that adding poles to the original solution
2k—2+00

(3.21)

2k—1+os, a 2k—g Co, 0 (a)
(4.1)

(b)

The solution of the 6rst approximation corresponding
to Eq. (3.18) becomes for the two-body problem

2p00
——240, 00= —2('224'ip —

2224 2'), (a)

ly L(gk p'k) (gk yk)]',-
lr (b) '(4 2)

2iP L(zk gk) (+k gk)j 2r' (c).
Vk, Zk being the coordinates of the two bodies. This
solution determines the character of the entire solution
for the 6eld equations.

For going on, one needs the explicit forms of all the
occurring A' s, g's, etc. It follows from Eqs. (3.1) and
(3.2) that

g00= 1+X2 2h00+ X4 4h00+ . , (a)

g0„——X2 0h0„+Xk kh0 .+, (b) n (4.3)

g„„=—b„„jX22h„+X44|'4 .+, (c).

and similarly

g00
——1+X2 2k~+ X4 4k~+, (a)

g0m —$0 h0m+ 7 5 h0m+. . .
!(b) (4 4)

gmn g +$2 hmn+g4 Qmn+. . . (C)

4. THE TWO-BODY PROBLEM

Let us now apply the procedure outlined in Sec. 3
to the task of 6nding the differential equations of mo-
tion of the two-body problem. For the actual calcula-
tions it will turn out to be convenient to assume the
following eoordina, te conditions

Qg2k —2 Ag 0

DiGerentiating this twice yields

Qg2k Ag Qy2k Ag 0

(3.27)

(3.28)

Therefore, from Eq. (4.2)

gh „=y8 „.
(4 5)

(4.6)
These are the 3p differential equations of motion of the
4th approximation.

One may impose at every step of the approximation
procedure four coordinate conditions in the form of four
nontensorial equations involving the Geld va, riables.
The fa,ct that this is possible is due to the existence of
four (Bianchi) identities between the field variables.
The coordinate conditions if properly chosen, may be of
considerable help if one is going to actually carry out
the calculations of the approximation procedure.

One may notice that the field equations (3.16) would
permit that arbitrary multipoles be added to the zoo s
at every step of the approximation. The integrability
conditions for the slbseqneet step, however, 6x what
multiples have to be chosen and make, for given co-
ordinate conditions, the solution unique at every step
of the procedure.

The general property (2.6) of the metric
allows one to express all the contravariant Ig's

covariant ones.
Thus) one obtains

212 P j 4~ 41200+ O'Py

jgm0 h . hm0 jg

he% $ ~«h2rsrg h

tensor
by the

(4 &)

(4.8)

(4.9)

Moreover, one observes that generally kh contains
k&0 only linearly, so that one may write

kh0"= kI40„+terms not containing kh0„. (4.10)

The next step is to write down the 6eld equations
explicitly in terms of the h's. They are alrea, dy split
into terms denoted by A and Q. The P's are already
found explicitly, and the A's may be represented in the
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following way

~00= kl-00+ 8~",
~0m L'Om)

(a)

(b) (4.11)

with
~mn =Imn 2 omni ss+ if}mnl 00~ (C)

2 Y00, ss

3 Ymn, ss=0p

4Ymn, ss 24~mn

(a)'

(b) (4.19)

(c),

Starting now the calculations of the 6eld variables,
one has to solve the following equations:

2L 00 2hOs[0s hssj 00

—2(h ~[00, P])~ +2(h ~[On, P])~0

n ! p n p
+2 —2

OP n0 00 nP

2L0„———2(h"~[088} P)~ +2(h O[mn, P])~0

(4.12)

It is convenient to introduce here a slightly new
notation by putting

O =f+g f= —2 'm 'P g= —2 'm 'P. (4.20)

Equation (4.19a) has been solved already to yield (4.2).
Using the coor'dinate condition (4.1) one obtains there-
fore

(4.21)oyo 4(——'m 'PYn+'m oggn)
(4.13)

mp n0 m0 pn

2L'mn hon }0 mho [0m+nh [0m0n

—2(hn~[m48, P]) ( +2(h ~[mn, P]) ( „

The surface integral (3.19) vanishes; thus the next
step is to determine

4'C =— 24K,m, dS,
4m.

(4.14) (4.22)
mp nl mr4 np 1.

4'Cm = 24K,e,dS.
4xThe next step is to insert the power series for all the

h's into the above equations. Then one can split the
latter into corresponding equations for every power of ) .

The result is, if one uses the coordinate conditions,

If one wishes to finish the approximation procedure
here, the di6erential equations of motion of the 4th
approximation are

(4.15)23AO =0,
24+ n m870m, On . 870n, 0m+2'}mn 'P, 00

(4.23)4'C =0.4'C =0;
(4 16)32 Pgo, rnn P, m P, n,+ 3

limno},

s P, s

24~00 = —2+, s

25~0m P, s 3 YOs, m 'P, sm 3YOs 3%, 0 'P, m~

26~mn 5YOm, On 5 YOn, Om+ ~mn 4YOO, 00

+47mn, oo P 4700, mn 'P 47ss, mn

4'C„(7)=4'm(V + ', g )=0, -

4'C (r)=4'm(Z + ', f )=0,-
(4.18a) (4.24)

where

g, „=—g, for x'= Y'; f„=ff,or—x,
'= Z'.

These are the equations of the Newtonian approxi-
mation of general relativity theory.

In order to go beyond the Newtonian approximation,
one has to calculate 4y „.It is to be found from the
equation

00, mn 4+00 P, mn 4rss+ 'P, ms 4rns

+P, ns 4Yms ~mnP, sr 4Ysr 2P, s 4Ymn, s

+, 1
p, s 4Yms, n+ p, s 4Yns, m 2 p, m 4Yss, n

1 1 1
2 0, n 4 Yss, m 2 p, n 4YOO, m 2 p, m 4YOO, n

(4.25)4Ymn, ss 24~mn.
I 32+ p &mnP, s 4Yrr, s+ g &mnP, s 4 YOO, s

3 YOs 3 YOn, ms 3 YOs 3 YOm, ns

+2370s 8 Yos, mn+ 3 omn 870s, r 3 Yor, s

3 rrmn 8+Os, r 870 s, r+ 3+os, m A Os, n

+8 rom, 's 370n, s P, on 8 YO P, omm870n

+2Smn AosO}, os 'P, 0 8 rom, n

These equations are integrable only if one assumes
Newtonian motion in the lower approximation. Other-
wise one would have to add dipoles. Yet if one wishes to
proceed only to the sixth approximation, one may ignore
these additional dipoles since they do not influence the
surface integrals. Thus, the solution for 4y „ is in the
neighborhood of the f8rst singularity,

—(f[(xn Yn) Y'm+ (xm Ym) Yn

(x'—Y') Y']) +(g[(xn —Z")Z™

+ (xm Zm)gn S (xs Zs)gs])

+ (7/4)'"f, -f,.+(7/4)'"g, -g, -
+n „f+P„g (4.26).

. (4.18b)

'P, O 3'YOn, m P, n 3YOm, 0 P, m 3'YOn, 0

+2OO 870m, on+2 P370n, om 2f}mng'+, 00

+2 P 0}00, rnn 'P 'P, m 'P, n+ 3 f}m n P 40, s 'P, s

+8 4}mn 80, O F, O

1

Therefore, all one has to do is to calculate those sur-
face integrals. The result of this calculation is

4.17
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The last two expressions are determined by the co- The result of this calculation is
ordinate conditions and are found to be

n „=2Y"Y"+b„„g; p„„=2Z"g"+8 „f;
(4.27)

g=g(r) r =(Y —Z)(Y —Z

Moreover, 4p„can be calculated rigorously. The result is

4ya = —2'm'r oo
—2'm'r oo+(7/4) p'+nf+Pg (4.28)

'C = —4'm'rrt
~

Y'Y'+-oog'Z'
E.

'm ~~~ a(1/r)—4Y'g' —4——S—
~

r r) BYm

y [4Ys(gm Ym)+3 Ymga 4gsgm]

.. (4.36)

with

n=2Y'Y'+-', g; P=2Z"Z'+ ,'f. - (4 2g)

8 (1/r) 1 8'r—+- z'z".
BV' 2 8V'BV"BV

Now, the next field equations are

A 3
4+00, rr = 24~~00 = —9 P, s P, sy

5+0m, ss —25~0m P, s 3+Os, m

'P, sm 3$Gs 3P, OP, m&

6+mn, ss 26~mn

(a)

(b) (4.30)

(c).

Thus, the differential equations of motion of this stage
of the approximation procedure are

X'4'C +Zoo'C =0. (4.37)

It is possible to absorb the parameter X by changing the
units of mass and time. The final result of the 6th ap-
proximation is, then,

The solution of (4.30a) is simply

4yoo = —
o v' —4o'm V—44 '~V. (4.31)

ot(1/r)
Vm 2~

QVm

One knows from the general theory that the arbitrary
harmonic functions have to be determined in such a
way as to make (4.30b) self-consistent, that is, the cor-
responding surface integral must vanish:

(2oA' om 4yoo, o )rs„dS—=O—. (4.32)
4x

The next step is to calculate the &&0ss Including only
relevant terms that can enter into the equations of
motion of the sixth approximation, one obtains near the
first singularity

(7/4)lrf f Ys+ ofo Ym

+o(xs Ys)(Yaga) f»'
(xm Ym) (Ys ga) fg

+l(x' Y')f, -g'[g+g—, .(*" Y")1—
+(x'—Y')(fg, ,Z +f „gZ')+no f (4.33)

Again n0„ is determined from the coordinate condition.
The result is

YsYsYm+g Ym ggm (4.34)

One has to insert all these values for the field variables
into the expressions for 6A „and to calculate the surface
integrals

'rrt 'hatt ) B(1/r)= m
~

Y Y+-'gg —4YZ —4—S—
~

r r) BY

S(1/r)
+[4Ys (gm Ym) +3Ymgs+ 3+sgmj

gVs

1 - Bf'
+- gsgn

2 BV'BV"8V
(4.38)

S. INTEGRATION OF THE DIFFERENTIAL
EQUATIONS OF MOTION

If one is to integrate the differential equations of
motion as found in Sec. 4, one has to keep in mind that
the latter were found by an approximation procedure.
Thus an exact integration of the differential Eq. (4.38)
does rot yield exact equations of motion. It is, therefore,
reasonable to assume a similar power series develop-
ment with respect to the parameter X for the V, Z as
this was done for the y's. Then, in order to solve the
differential equations of the sixth approximation, one
needs to take into account in V, Z only terms up to the
power A,', for the higher order terms are not contained
in the differential equations anyway.

Robertson" has integrated the differential equations
of motion for the two-body problem (4.38). He ac-

The equations of motion for the other body are obtained
from that one above by an obvious substitution. These
differential equations can be integrated as will be shown
in the next section of this paper.

6'C =— 26'„„m„dS.
4m

(4.35)
"H. P. Robertson, Ann. Math. 39, 101 (1938).
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counted for the fact that the solution can be accurate
only up to the 6th order by simply omitting in the left-
hand side of (4.38) all terms of any order higher than
Newtonian. The result is that up to the sixth order in X

the orbit of a double star in general relativity theory
differs in its secular behavior from the classical orbit
only in an advance of perihelion equal to that which an
inhnitesimal planet, describing the same relative o'bit,
would undergo in the 6eld of a star whose mass is the
sum of those of the two components of the double star.

The fact that the differential equations of motion are
solved by an expansion of the coordinates of the par-
ticles into a power series of the parameter X (i.e. , the
same parameter with respect to which Einstein, Infeld,
and Hoffmann's approximation procedure is per-
formed) suggests that it might be possible to tie together
the two approximation procedures. The notion of
accuracy "up to" a certain order, intuitively conceived
above, can be formulated mathematically by a specilc
notation. Let us take any Geld expression

For k= 2 those equations are identical with those for
k= 2 in Sec. 3, since there is no difference between the
equations "up to" and "of" the second order. Thus, the
bcglnnlng of thc pl occdure Is ldcntLcal with that In
Sec. 3.

Let us now assume that one has solved the Eqs. (5.4)
up to the order 2k —j.. The next equations to be solved
are then Eqs. (5.4) as they stand. These equations are
solvable only if one assumes that the surface conditions
(3.19) and (3.20) are satisfied. Thus, the integrability
condition for (5.4b) leads to the adding of poles in the
previous y, whereas the integrability condition for
Eq. (5.4c) determines the new corrective terms in the
series expansion for the motion; for, these integrability
conditions are

2[2k]Amn([2k 4]X)d~—= [2k] Ctn([2k —4]X) 0 (5 5)~ ~

Written out more explicitly this is

(5 f) O'C (0X+ .+» 4X)

wlllcll sllows that 2k5(OX+ 2X) is really an expression
containing terms of the 2kth and higher orders.

However, if one wants to keep all the terms of the
2kth order in a certain equation involving 5's, then
these do not only originate from 2~5, since the loeer
orders of 5 combine with the higher order of X to yield
terms of the order 2k. Therefore, it is impossible to
split an equation containing such Ss depending on
the X's into X-terms before the development for the X's
is inserted. Thus, if one. desires to have an accuracy up
to all terms of order 2k, one has to write the expression
for 5 as follows:

[2k]5 ([2k]X)i (5.3)

the square brakets having the meaning that one has to
take the sum of all the terms up to the denoted order.

It is possible to reformulate the approximation
procedure by use of this notation. The Geld equations
are up to the 2kth order

[22-2]4 00([2k--4]X)+2[2k—2]~00([2k—4]X} 0p (a)

[2k—1]4' tn([2O- ]Xk)4+2[2 l]+kOyn([2k —4]X)=0, (b) (5.4)

[2k]dion([2k-4]X)+2[2k]~~n([2k-4]X) =0. (c)

(e.g., S=p, C} where the dots stand for indices. The
left subscript indicates that one considers the 2kth
approximation of 5. 5 may depend on terms containing

F, Z (both together denoted by X), i.e. , the coordinates
of the two sources in the two-body problem. If one
introduces into such a 6eld quantity motion up to some
approximation, 21,5 will not be of the 2kth order; for
one observes

t9

2kS(OX+ 2X) = 2k&(oX)+- (2k5)2X+ ' ' '
y (5 2)

BoX

+0'C-(oX+" +» 0X)+" +»'C. (,X)=0. (5.6)

Since the corrective functions 2~ 4X appear only in 4

Eqs (5 6) are of the second order. One has thus a pro-
cedure whereby the motion is determined step by step
to a higher accuracy.

The version of Einstein, Infeld, and HoGmann's
approximation procedure presented. here has been
suggested by Dr. Infeld. It is from a technical stand-
point considerably simpler than that of Sec. 3 involving
the dipoles. However, it should be noted that theoreti-
cally this new version tells one less than that of Sec. 3.
The method of Sec. 3 uses physical notions such as
dipoles whose annihilation, again a physical procedure,
yields the equations of motion. The present method
exempli6ed by Eq. (5.6), however, adjusts the correc-
ti.ve terms in the motion so as to make the eqgatiorss

consistent. Thus, it is seen that one is completely tied

up with the representation of the motion in a particular
coordinate system, which is not so satisfactory.

6. GOORDINATE GONDITlONS

%e have mentioned on several previous occasions
that one can change the gravitational equations of
motion in form by changing the coordinate conditions.
It must be expected that the diferent solutions of the
6eld equations thus obtained can be transformed into
each other by simple coordinate transformations. This
question has been studied by Infeld. and Scheidegger. "
Earlier it had been shown by Einstein and Infeld' that
the most general solutions of the Geld equations that
can be obtained by rejecting the coordinate condi-

» L. Infeld and A. K. Scheidegger, Can. J. Math. 3, 195 (1951}.
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tions are

A:—2+00 k—2+00

1 17—0m k—1 Yom+ k—1110.m

kgmn = k'rmn+ k&m, n+k11n, rn

(b) (6 1)

and

—~mr, Ãr, r+ gmn k—1110.0 (C)

kVmn O'Ymn+ kf1m, n+k~n, m ~mn kt1r, r (a)

I goo*= kazoo+ 2 ...
k+170m k+170m+k+lf10, m+kf1m, 0)

(b) (6 2)

(c)

where the functions a0, a and b0, b are arbitrary.
%e shall prove here that it is possible to obtain the
solutions &* from the p's by a suitable coordinate
transformation.

A general coordinate transformation is given as
follows:

x~= x&(x *)= T~(x"). (6 3)

Thus, the task is to calculate the transformed y's which
can be done straightforwardly starting from the trans-
formation law of the metric tensor

gp~ = ~ [p~ [v gpo ~ (6.4)

grnn = T",mT', ngrs+ T, nT', ngos

+Tr T0 g +T0 T0 goo

gmo T, mT, Ogrs+ T, mT, Ogos

+T". T', cg,o+T', T', cgoo, (6.5)

—
goo = T",oT', og rs+2 T, oT', ogos+ T, oT, ogoo.

When applying Eqs. (6.4) one has to be careful that
one takes the same world point as argument in all the
functions which occur. Thus, in addition to the tensorial
transformation (6.4) one has to perform inside the g's

a substitution of the variables xt' by x~* according to
Eq. (6.3).

In conformity with the general methods of the ap-
proximation procedure one has to expand the metric
tensor g p into a power series with respect to the
parameter X. However, now alt the terms instead of
only alternating ones have to be kept.

Furthermore, it was assumed in the original solution
that the motion of the particles is "slow" which made it
necessary to introduce the "comma-difI'erentiation" for
g„„. It is natural to require that the motion remains
"slow" in the starred coordinate system. , Thus one has
to assume that the derivatives of TI", too, are subject
to the "comma-diRerentiation. " Therefore, the trans-
formation of the metric tensor represents itself as
follows:

Equations (6.5) apply quite independently from
whether for T an expansion in ) is used or not.

Furthermore, one observes that in the usual solution
the lowest terms diferent from zero are of the order ) ',
apart from constant ones Dg p

——q p. It will be convenient
to confine oneself to coordinate systems where this same
property holds. This means that in every coordinate
system which is admitted for consideration, one has the
flat Miskowskian metric as a first approximation of the
gravitational Beld. This restriction of the coordinate
transformations is justified by a remark of Papapetrou"
who has proved that a change of the coordinate condi-
tions will never affect the Newtonian approximation of
general relativity. Thus, one is justified, to assume that
the coordinate transformation T& divers from the
identity transformation only by terms proportional
to X'.

Tn=xn+Xkkf', k&2. (6.6)

@+00 @+00 k~, ~p

A+1+0m IC+170m k~, C ~

(b) (6 8)

(c)

One observes that only the kth and higher approxima-
tions are influenced.

(b) Only the time coordinates are changed by a single
transformation of the order X~,

x'= T'= x"+X' T'(xo')

Xm —gm

In a similar way the following occurs:

(a)
(6.9)

(b)

k+1' .'= k+1' +& kT', C, (a)

k70n kVon+ kT, nky

k+1700 k+1VCO+kT, 0.

(b) (6.10)

(c)

By combining the cases (a) and (b) arbitrarily one
obtains the most general coordinate transformation
within the restrictions imposed here. Thus one may, for
instance, consider the following combination:

xm xm" +.yk Tm

x =x *+X ck 1&T .

(a)
(6.11)

(b)

"A. Papapetrou, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) A64, 302 (1951).

As the indices 0 and k have to be treated difII'erently,

one has to distinguish between two cases.
(a) Only the space coordinates are transformed by a

single transormation of the order ) ~,

x"=T"=x"+Xk(k T"(x~*), (a)
(6 &)

x'= T'= x'*. (b)

If this is inserted into Eqs. (6.5) and everything ex-
pressed in y's, one obtains

kTmn kVmn+ S1m i kT . s kT, n kT, mc (a)
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This yields the following transformation of the I"s:
k-170m k-170m+ 2,ma

A'mac = kpmcc+clmcc 27 's,
(a)

k—1& k—1~0~
P0

(a)
(6.13)

(b)

Similarly, one can obtain the other set of Einstein
and Infeld's formulas, quoted as Eqs. (6.2), by choosing
a somewhat diferent combination of the coordinate
transformations, (6.7) and (6.9), namely

X =S'*1X (k)T

X0=X"+Xk+' k 1
T'

(a)
(6.14)

(b)

This yields the following transformation of the y's

k7mcc k7 +ma~cPmcc, s kT, sc k2, mc (a)

k+170m k+170m k7, 0+k+12, mc (b) (6.15)

k+00 k+00 k~, s)

which is identical with (6.2) if one puts

k+1~ k+1~0 ~

(a)
{6.16)

(b)

The results contained in Eqs. (6.13) and (6.16) show
that coordinate transformations produce all the changes
in the p's which Einstein. and Infeld9 found possible by
rejecting the coordinate conditions in the 0th step of
the approximation procedure. Thus, having the usual
solution, all the diRerent solutions which result from
the arbitrariness in the approximation procedure can
be obtained simply by an appropriate coordinate trans-
formation, and conversely.

'7. COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS

—kT'",.+&- k-17'. 0 (b) (6»)
k'r00 —k'r CO kT, s+ k—12, Oc (c)

which produces the formulas of Einstein and Infeld
quoted in Eqs. (6.1) if one sets

Ts—gc2a+ /2k (7.3)

as before. Secondly, noting that one needs the behavior
of the expressions for 2kT& only in the neighborhood of
the worM lines of the particles, and thus, that they can
be developed near the world lines into a Taylor series,
one assumes that the occurring space derivatives near
those lines shall vanish up to a 4th order. One may call
such a coordinate transformation an in6cnitesimal one;
because of all the group property all others can be
obtained by repetitions of such infinitesimal trans-
formations. Thirdly, one assumes that only»T is
diferent fI'olTl zero, whereas 2kT vaIllshes These as-
sumptions restrict, of course, the transformations
considered to a large extent; it will be seen, however,
that the admitted ones are still general enough for all
purposes.

Thus, one has near the erst world line the following
coordinate transformation:

gm —gm + lC
2k 1Tm(gPa) (7.4)

An e»mple «r a c»icc «2k'&" satisfying all the
above requirements would be near the world line I'

„17'm pm(&)+L(ga Isa) (~s p's) j012fm(&) (7 5)

Then, the only y which is influenced in form up to the
order 2k+1 is 2k+iy0k. It becomes near the first world
line, according to Eqs. (6.8),

Furthermore, the equations of motion of the corre-
sponding order are

X44'C(V, Z)+ +X2k2k'C(Y, Z) =0, (a)
(7.2)

X442C(V Z)+ +Vk2k2C(V, Z) =0. (b)

One has to consider now two cases where in the erst,
one leaves all the Eqs. (7.1—2) unaltered, but in the
second, one performs a coordinate transformation. The
aim is to compare the equations of motion of higher
approximation in those two cases.

To simplify the calculations involved, it turns out to
be convenient to make some special assumptions.
Firstly, the transformation T be of the form

2+00 ' ' ' 2k+00)

3+0m ' ' 2k+170m'

2k+Nsn.

(a)

(b) (7.1)

(c)

The next question to be investigated is the possible
inQucncc of thc coordinate transfolQlatlons which wcI'c
under consideration in Sec. 6, upon the equations of
motion. This question has been studied previously up
to the Newtonian approximation by Papapetrou, "and
generally by Infeld and Scheidegger. "However, a new

approach will be used here, which appears somewhat
simpler.

Assume that the 6eld equation be solved up to the
order X2k+'. Thus, one knows the following quantities:

2k+1 YOk 2k+1+0m 2k ~, 0. (7.6)

When calculating the higher approximations, one is
interested only in terms which contain T the other
ones are the terms which one would have got without
the coordinate transformation. Thus, keeping only
terms containing T's, one obtains the formal difference
betweeen the equations of motion in the old and in the
new coordinate systems. We may note that one can use
the standard coordinate conditions (4.1) through-
out; for, (7.6) satisfies these conditions and for the
later steps one is free to choose any coordinate condi-
tions one likes.

To proceed with the approximation, one has to
ca]cu}ate thc quantltlcs dcnotcd by 2k+2J ~„and 2k+2L00
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in Eqs. (4.12)—(4.14). An inspection of the terms shows
that a contribution containing T's could only come from
the linear terms. Those, however, vanish because they
all contain space-derivatives of ~kT. From these state-
ments we conclude that the additional terms in 2l,A „
are just zero, so that we find

2k+2Am ss 2k+2Ams (2' ) ~ (7.7)

Transforming the coordinate system at the 2kth
step by an infinitesimal transformation (7.4) will

change somehow Eqs. (7.8). If one performs the slbsti
tution (7.4) in Eqs. (7.8) one obtains that same old

condition for the motion of the particles concerned, but
now expressed in the mm coordinate system. The sub-
stitution (7.4) is equivalent to saying that one has to
replace in (7.8)

Y by Y"*+X &2k&T"(Y ), (a)
(7 9)

by Zss*+ /2k&2k& Tss(Z*) . (b)

It will be seen that the substitution (7.4) does not
only yield the old equations of motion in the new co-
ordinate system, but the new equations of motion
altogether. For, one observes that generally the new
equations of motion will contain terms with X' wherej)2k+4. However, one ha, s made the assumption
that 21,T is of the order ) ' in the total domain where it
is defined so that one can be sure that all the terms
involving T in the transformed equations of motion are
actually of the order indicated by the power of ) by
which they are multiplied. If one keeps in mind that
the method for solving the diGerential equations is by
making a similar development for the solution, namely

Y"=
p Y*+7l2 2Y"+

and that in the latter in any case only ter'ms up to the

The corresponding surface integrals, therefore, re-
main unchanged; a fact which shows that an alteration
of terms at the 2kth step within the prescriptions of the
approximation procedure never affects the diGerential
equations of motion of the 2k+2nd step. This is in

conformity with the cited statement of Papapetrou"
who observed that an infinitesimal coordinate trans-
formation will not change the Newtonian approxima-
tion.

Thus, an in6nitesimal coordinate transformation of
the order 'A'~ will affect only terms from &k+4C onward
in the equations of motion. The object is to calculate
the first term which is aGected. In the old coordinate
system the equations of motion are

X4 'C (Y, Z)+XP p'C (Y, Z)

+.. .+/2k+4 1C —0 (a)
(7.8)

X44'C (I, Z)+XP 42C (Y, Z)

+' ' '+& +
2k+4 Cm=0 (b)

All the occurring C's have been calculated by Ein-
stein, Infeld, and HoGmann' and are listed in the earlier
sections of this paper a,s Eqs. (4.24) and (4.36). Perform
now the coordinate transformation (7.4) which alters
(7.10) by the corresponding substitution

X'4'C (Y'"+X'2T(Y*),Z"+X'2T(Z*))

+XP 4'C (Y*, Z*) =0, (a)
(7.11)

X4 4'C (Y'+X2 2T(Y*), Z"+92T(Z"))

+XP 4'C (Y*, Z") =0. (b)

For the calculations it is very convenient to have
assumed that

2T(Y ) = 2T(Z ) 2T, k(Y ) = 2T, k(Z )

= sT, p(Y*) = 2T p(Z") =0, (7.12)

as this eGects that one has T equal to zero on the 6rst
world line. Thus, one finds near the first world line

and

Tm (gs Ys) (gs Ys)fm(r) (a)
(7.13)

2Tm „=2(gk —Yk) fm(r), '(b)
Tm — 2(&k Yk) Yky (&s Y's) (&s Y)fm(r) '(7 14)

which are all zero on the line; but

2T, pp=2Y"Y"f(r)+terms sero on the l2ne (7.15).
Thus, the last term can be put equal to any arbitrary
function of time.

Under these assumptions 4C changes into

,'C into, 'C +4'rnT»(Y")X', (a)
(7.16)

4'C into 4'C +4 n2T pp(Z")X . (b)

Hence, one obtains the following equations of motion of
the 6th order:

X','C(Y', Z")+X'(4'n2 T",po(Y")+4'C„)=0, (a)
(7.17)

X'4'C(Y*s Z')+X'(4'n24T pp(Z')+4'C }=0. (b)

order )'~+4 are reliable, then one can discard all the
terms of higher order than 2k+4th arising from the
coordinate substitution, —which proves the suKciency
of the substitution. The argument may not seem quite
legitimate, but it would certainly be legitimate if the
old C's are of such a type that in performing the sub-
stitution terms of higher order than 2k+4 just do not
occur. This is actually the case in one significant ap-
plication which will be given below as follows:

Consider the equations of motion of the 6th order;
i.e., in the old coordinate system

X4 4'C, (Y, Z)+XP 4'C (Y', Z) =0, (a)
(7.10)

X44'C (Y, Z)+XP 42C (Y', Z) =0. (b)
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It is readily seen that it is possible to choose the
transformation T in such a way that the coeKcient of
X' in the equations of motion of the 6th order vanishes.
Considering the expression (7.13) for T near the first
world line, one observes that one can annihilate the 6th
order terms in Eq. (7.17a) simply by putting

f(r) = —g'C„{1/(4F'1'" 'm) }, (7.18)

which, at the same time, insures one that 2T is actually
of tile order X as required (except' fol F =0, a singular
case which can easily be avoided hy a translation of the
origin). A similar procedure leads to the annihilation of
the 6th order term in (7.17b).

Thus, we obtain equations of motion of the 6th order
which do not contain any 6th order terms at all. This
argument can be generalized for transformations of
the 2jth order

~m ~m++) 2j, T'm(&*)

All the calculations are identical to those above;
one has simply to apply them everywhere to the corre-
sponding order of the equations. Thus, it is again
possible to construct a coordinate transformation such
that the equations of the order i are transformed so as
to contain no terms of the order 2j&i. One can do that
a sufhcient number of times and thus finally end up
with Newtonian equations of motion.

Thus we may shortly summarize the results of this
section as follows.

It is always possible to construct such a coordinate
transformation that the differential equations of mo-
tion have Newtonian form. In other words, the New-
tonian form is a standard form to which the differential
equations of motion can be reduced. As to the physical
significance of this formalism, one has to observe, first
of all, that it does Not mean that the motion is just the
same as it would be nonrelativistically in such a specially
chosen coordinate system. Only the form of the differ-
ential equations is Newtonian; one must keep in mind,
however, that the metric is by no means Galilean. Thus,
the relativistic corrections of the motion are only trans-
ferred into the metric of the universe. Infeldl' has
demonstrated this recently explicitly for the case of
the two-body problem.

So far, this does not yield any new conceptions. One

may note, however, that the above statement about the
possible Newtonian form of the equations of motion can
be formulated in a slightly diferent way. For, one ob-
serves that it is the same as saying that, at every step
of the approximation procedure, one can reach the
vanishing of the surface integrals concerned by choosing
the coordinate system in an appropriate way. This
shows that one really has a new version of Einstein,
Infeld, and HofFmann's method for solving Einstein's
field equations, which is equivalent to that introducing
and annihilating dlpoles.

15 I,. Infield, Can. J. Math. 5, 17 (1953).

70]ss—&0[00 =
P&

pm]aa pm(sa= pX

Pm)ss +QjQ ~

(a)

(b) (8 1)

(c)

Here y0 is the electric, y the magnetic potential, p the
charge density and X the velocity vector of the
charges. If the velocity of all the charged particles is
small compared with the velocity of light, one may
assume yQ as of the order ) 2 and y as of the order X'.
Under these circumstances, the field variables y vary
slowly in time but quickly in space. This compels one
te introduce the "comma-diGerentiation" as before.
If one assumes that all the charges are concentrated in
particles and the latter described by singularities of the
field, then Eq. (8.1) takes the following form outside of
the singularities:

+0, sa ~ +0, 00~
2

Pm, ss ~ Pm, 00' (b) (8 2)

(c)

If one expands the y's in power series of X, taking
the lowest powers of expansion to be of the order indi-
cated by the assumptions about the p's, the Eqs. (8.2)
split into

k+0, aa k—2+0, CCq

k+1+m, ss k—lcm, QGy

k+1 /m, m k+0, 0

' L. Infield, Phys. Rev. 53, 836 (1938).

(a)

(b) (8 3)

(c)

8. THE PROBLEM OF GRAVITATIONAL RADIATION

In every field theory the problem of radiation is very
closely connected with the problem of motion of a
particle in that field. This is best seen in the electro-
magnetic case where the motion of a particle may be
slowed down on account of a radiation damping effect by
the field.

The gravitational field in space and time is in many
respects very analogous to the electromagnetic field.
From this analogy one might expect that moving bodies
radiate gravitational waves and undergo a damping of
their motion in a manner similar to moving charged
particles. However, one will have to be very careful in
defining what one means by "radiation of gravitational
waves. " In the usual way of speaking about "waves"
the linear superposition principle is crucial for their
existence. Since this superposition principle does not
hold in nonlinear relativity theory one will have to
study the analogy between electrodynamics and rela-
tivity in great detail so as to see whether the notion of
a "wave" makes sense in the latter. To do this, one
needs a formulation of electrodynamics which resembles
the approximation procedure leading to the relativistic
equations of motion of masses. This formulation was
given by Infeld" as follows.

One can write down the field equations of electro-
dynamics in the following form
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The fact that (8.3) connects only &&& with &+&pe and
with k ~y permits one to set all the odd kyo and

all the even ky equal to zero.
Consider now the case of one point-singularity with

its motion represented by X'. (It is obvious how to
generalize the ensuing statements for many particles. )
The Eqs. (8.3) in the lowest order lead to the solution

(choosing the particle at the origin and at rest for t =0)

sVs=e/r,

sy„= eX/r—,

r'= (x'—X') (x'—X').

(a)

(b) (8 4)

(c)

The nature of the whole solution is determined by this
initial choice of the harmonic functions for 2yo and 3y,
if one agrees not to introduce any arbitrary harmonic
functions in the further approximation steps. One
obtains then

d2k —2

(rsvp
—s)

(2k —2)!drss '

g d2k —2

(a)

(8.5)

This leads to

370=0

4y„=ed'X/dr'

d2k —1

(a)
(8.6)

(b)

ss+iVs= — (r" '), (a)
(2k —1)!dr'" '

d2k —1e
(&ss—2Xm) (b)

(2P—1) I drs& —i

(8.7)

The general power series for the p's, if (8.5) and. (8.7)
are inserted, represent a retarded potential. Therefore
one is justified to call the terms of Eqs. (8.7) "radiation
terms. " They change the standing potential, if added,
into a solution with radiation.

Now, one observes that the electromagnetic equations
(8.3) as discussed here are analogous to a corresponding
set in general relativity theory, namely (3.16) and (4.1).
The two sets of equations differ only by the additional
index "0" in the gravitational case. In both cases the
right-hand sides are known and determined by the
"C. Nordstrgm, Proc. Acad. Amsterdam 22, 145 (1920)."L.Page, Phys. Rev. 24, 296 (1924).

(r'" 'X"). (b)
(2P —2)!dr» —'

This corresponds to a standing wave, that is to —', ad-
vanced +is retarded potential, as discussed long ago

by Nordstr!tlm" and Page."
If one wants to retain in -the expressions for y all the

powers of ), then one has to make an arbi. trary choice
for 3yo, 4y . The odd and even powers of 'A do not mix
since the electrodynamic field Eqs. (8.1) are linear and of
the second order. Take for 3yp and 4y the following

simple harmonic functions satisfying (8.3) for 4=3:

previous approximation steps, for the A. s in the gravita-
tional case are known functions of the y's.

This analogy with electrodynamics induces one to
seek in the gravitational case a solution which corre-
sponds to tQe retarded potential in electrodynamics.
Such a solution might properly be expected to represent
gravitational radiation. The analogy suggests to choose
for 3+00 and 4pp the following expressions in the case
of two particles:

3 pop

~ ~ ~ ~

4yo ———4'm I'—42mZ .

(a)
(8 8)

(b)

One should note, however, that in electrodynamics
the "radiation terms" initiated by the choice (8.7) can
be calculated by themselves and simply inserted into
the power series for the p's. In relativity theory the
assumption of (8.8) will not only initiate "radiation
terms, "but will also alter all the y's as calculated with-
out the radiation.

The introduction of radiation in relativity theory by
analogy with electrodynamics as given above, may seem
somewhat artificial. However, it is also possible to
arrive at gravitational radiation terms by a more
physical argument. True enough, one cannot speak of
radiation or waves in relativity theory in the usual
way, due to its nonlinear Geld equations, but one can
set up a linear approximation of the theory as shown for
instance by Eddington' where the notion of waves is
sensible. Setting as usual

gap gap+hop (8.9)

and assuming h p to be seal/, one can neglect all terms
involving the h's more than linearly. Then one has cor-
rect to the first order, outside of the singularities of the
field (reference 3, p. 128 ff),

q.P(ap„,'gp„g"h. ,)—!.-=0,

n'(hp. s alp. n"hp. )—=o,

(8.10)

(8.11)

where denotes the d'Alembertian operator. Intro-
ducing the p's instead of the h's yields

Pap[0 Pa8) a

Qy p=0.

(a)
(8.12)

(b)

Setting a=0 yields

'nocto= 'Yo~] ~, (a)
(8.13)

(b)

These equations are precisely identical with (8.1), if
one omits in (8.13) the additional index 0 and sets p= 0
which means that the particles are represented as
singularities of the field. Hence, it follows that one may
deduce from (8.13) exactly the same solutions as one
did from (8.1) (see for instance Infeld and Wallace" ).

"L.Infeld aiid P. R. Wallace, Phys. Rev. S7, 797 (1940),
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Ol

Ol

2|c+1+00,ss

2k+0m, ss (b) (8 &4)

(c)

If one wishes to take for one of these y's a, solution
&0 which is nowhere singular in space (including in-
finity), one observes that the only possibility is y equal
to a function of v. Thus, one can start "radiation terms"
only with one of the following possibilities:

One can take over all the formulas from (8.4) to (8.7).
Thus .one obtains the result that the standing as well
Rs thc retarded potcntlRl ls RD exact solution of the
linearized 6eld equations. . Gravitational radiation exists
in the linearized theory in the conventional sense.

It is customary to regard the linearized theory as a
6rst approximation to exact general relativity theory.
Therefore, if one wants to retain radiation terms in the
development for the 6eld varia, bles, then it is reasonable
to request that the 6rst term starting the radiation
terms is equal to that which one had found starting
radiation terms in the linear approximation. Thus, one
is again led to the assumption that this term must be of
the form given in Eqs. (8.8). Taking this term and
inserting it into Einstein, Infeld and HoGmanns ap-
proximation procedure should yield a physical eGect
which represents ordinary radiation in the limiting case
of a weak 6eld represented by linearized. equations.

Generalizing the argument above, one is not forced to
start the "radiation terms" with the choice of 4yo
as this was done in (8.8). One can ask whether it would
be possible to start the omitted, terms in the original
development for the y's at any stage of the approxima-
tion procedure, sa,y in the 2kth.

The prescriptions of Einstein, Infeld, and HoGmann
imply that one never must add arbitrarily to a 6eld
variable any additional poles or higher harmonic func-
tions. On the other hand, the 6rst equation starting the
radlatloll tel'IIls ls (keeplllg the usual coordinate condi-
tions) one of the following:

Therefore, the equations of motion are not changed
up to the 6fth order by assuming a radiation term.

If one desires to go on in the approximation schedule,
the next equations that one is faced with are

6+00, ss Oy

6&0~.ss= 0,

7 jt m, n, ss 5+00„0

(R)

(b) (9 2)

(c)

As solutions of thcsc cquRtlons, oQc CRD coDvcnlcntly
take

2 d
(lrI5'r'+'III 'r'},

3 d7
(9.3)

4 (IIIIrm+OIIIgm}
df'

2
(Irl5 'r' Y"+'IN 'r' Z"}, (9.4)

3d7

which is in analogy with the corresponding electro-
dynamic equations. Then, one can calculate 7A „ in a,

similar way as this has been done before. The result is

2'limn . 670m, On 6|On, Om+ bmn 5700. 00

—g shoo, ~n 5+00+, e~—qsgoo, e P, ~

05|'00, n Ã, m+o~mn 5700, s P, ss (9 5)

AH cRI'ly RttcInpts to obtRln radiation damping
eGects in general relativity theory started from the
electromagnetic analogy as expressed by Eq. (8.8). In
particular, starting with the assumption (8.8), Infeldlo
has calculated the equation of motion up to the order X7.

It ls lcRdlly sccD that with. this assumption oQc ob-
talQs

(9.I)

or

or

65+Ipoo = foo(r)

05vo =f0 (r)

65+IVmn = fmn(r)

(b) (8.15)

(c) ,IC = 7w„„e„dS=—4 3 ~m ImF- 2~Z-. O.6

It is readily seen that the particular choice (8.8) sug-
gested by the electromagnetic analogy is ind. eed of the
form (8.15) since F, Z are functions of r only.

Concluding, we may summarize the contents of this
section by stating that gravitational radiation in con-
nection with gravitational motion can formally be
introduced by analogy with electrodynamics. %hcther
this formal de6nition of radiation wiH represent any
physical effects (as which one would expect radiation
damping of the moving bodies) remains to be seen.

But again, because of the Newtonian equations of
motion, the right-hand side is Qot of the 7th; but at
least of the 9th order; i.e., if one considers the equations
of motion up to the 7th or 8th order, one obtains No

contribution from inserting the radiation terms (8.8)
into the usual approximation schedule.

Taking this result, Hu" went on in the approxima-
tion procedure and calculated the equations of motion
up to the 9th order. This involves a tremendous amount
of calculations which will not be reproduced here. The
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result is ('222=2222=rrl)

17 d' 8 d4
lg . Ys {2222YsYn)+ Y's {2222YsYn) (9 7)

60 dv-' 3 dv-4

Carrying out the differentiation with respect to time,
and eliminating after each stage of differentiation the
second derivatives by the Newtonian equations of
motion, one obtains finally

84
lg — 2224Yn/r4

5
(9.8)

and a similar equation for the second particle. From
this position Hu calculated the "loss" of energy per
unit time as given by

with

84
E= ———222'o2/r4= —(42/5) 222'/r 2

5

22= YsYs= re/2r

(9.9)

(9.10)

for a circular orbit. The sign in Eq. (9.9) means that the
total energy defined in Newtonian mechanics as

8= 2222l2 —22222/r (9.11)

is increased by the radiation "damping" force. This
result is rather strange from the point of view of
Newtonian mechanics, according to which the energy
can only be radiated out at the loss of the total energy.
Physically, this result, if correct, has the meaning that
the radiation damping force makes the particles move
spirally away from each other, which is rather un-
believable.

Such are the results obtained by direct calculations.
The most natural thing of taking the term 4yp = (8.8)
for starting the radiation expansion, as suggested by
electrodynamic analogy, leads obviously to an un-
believable result when physically interpreted in the
conventional way, as shown above.

Thus, one is strongly induced to look for another
approach to the problem of gravitational radiation
damping. In this instance, it has been observed by
Scheidegger2P that a clue for the proper interpretation
of the "radiation terms" might be provided by the
remarks of Sec. 6 on coordinate conditions. There it was
shown that one can create additional terms in the usual
solutions of Einstein, Infeld, and HoGmann's approxi-
mation procedure according to Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2) by a
mere infinitesimal coordinate transformation. This
statement gives us the clue for the proper interpretation
of the radiation terms. It is easily seen that the terms
which were chosen to start the radiation expansion can
be obtained from the usual solution. by putting in (6.7),

Thus, the starting term (8.8) is just of such a form
that it can be created by an infinitesimal coordinate
transformation. Therefore, it can also be wiped out by
the concerning inverse transformation. But after this
inverse transformation, one has no radiation terms, the
metric tensor is that which one had before radiation
terms were inserted, the equations of motion are the
original ones (without the radiation), and thus the old
solutions of the relativistic field equations without the
radiation terms are regained.

It may be noted that the coordinate system contain-
ing the radiation terms with the particular assumption
(9.12) does not even require a departure from the usual
coordinate conditions, since 4yp, p= 3ppp, p= 0.

One may ask now whether there are other possibili-
ties for inserting radiation terms. It was seen generally
that a term starting the radiation expansion is of the
form (8.15). Let us take first the following possibility:

22+pm fm(r) ~ (9.13)

This yields formally an even pp which is different
from zero. However, we note again that (9.13) can be
created by a coordinate transformation of the usual
solution by putting in Eq. (6.7),

(9.14)

Hence, it also may be destroyed by the corresponding
inverse coordinate transformation.

The second possibility to start a radiation expansion
is with 2~+iy . Thus, one assumes

22+limn= fmn(r) (9.15)

where again f „ is an arbitrary function of time. How-
ever, this term, too, can be obtained from the usual
solution by a coordinate transformation. It is of the
form (6.1) if one sets

1g2kam= 2 J'msx87 (a)
(9.16)

22 1+2= 2 f dr—1

It has been shown in Sec. 6 that all such terms can
be obtained or annihilated by an infinitesimal coordi-
nate transformation.

Finally, it remains to investigate what happens if a
radiation term is inserted for happ at a certain stage of the
approximation procedure

22yn'oo = f(r)

In order to annihilate it, one may construct the fol-

lowing coordinate transformation:

2 T =4 '222 Y +4 2mZ . (9.12) 22Tp ,'"f(r)dr, ——-
' A. K. Scheidegger, Proc. Second Can. Math. Congr. 218

(1949). 2 f(r)&'
(9.18)

(b)
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According to Eq. (6.12) one finds indeed that the old
2i+ipoo is changed into (9.17), whereas all the other
field variables are unaffected up to the considered ap-
proximation. Therefore, the corresponding inverse co-
ordinate transformation again effects the annihilation
of (9.17).

These results provide now an easy explanation of the
radiation terms obtained by direct calculations.

First, one observes that all the additional terms of
the form (6.1) or (6.2) added to the usual solutions do
not affect the equations of motion in the next stage of
the approximation. All the radiation terms can be
brought into a linear combination of (6.1)and (6.2).
Hence, one obtains the result that adding a radiation
term at a certain stage of the approximation procedure
leaves unaltered the equations of motion in the next one.

Second, having explicitly shown that all the radia-
tion terms whatsoever can be destroyed by coordinate
transformations, one observes that the terms that had
been found by straightforward calculations must be
entirely due to the particular choice of the coordinate
system. Thus, there is no radiation damping of gravita-
tion'al motion.

Actually, part of the results of this section could have
been deduced directly from the structure of the gravita-
tional field equations as observed by Scheidegger, " for
it is well known (see Bergmann, reference 2, p. 188) that
in the linearized theory only the waves where p, &40
(so-called transverse-transverse waves) have a physical
meaning, as the others can be annihilated by coordinate
transformations. Now, it should be noted tHat the
linearized theory should be identical to the first ap-
proximation of the exact theory, thus implying that
radiation terms of the type goo/0 or yo„/0 can be
wiped out by a suitable coordinate transformation in
the lowest approximation of Einstein, Infeld, and Hoff-
mann's method. Hence, it follows that such terms can-
not represent any physical effects. Thus, the only
gravitational waves for which the possibility of an-
nihilation by coordinate transformation is not obvious
beforehand are the transverse-transverse waves. They
have to be treated in the manner demonstrated earlier
in this section.

In conclusion, it should be remarked that some
theoretical physicists do not entirely agree with all the
conclusions given in this and the last sections. Whereas
it is undisputed that there is no physical reality to
gravitational radiation as defieed i' Section 8, it has
been questioned whether this is the oddly possible way
to define gravitational radiation. The difficulty is that
so far no satisfactory definition of "real" (as against
apparent) radiation is to be found in literature. Until
such a definition can be given, one will have to contend
with giving (by analogies) reasonable definitions of
gravitational radiation and to test whether those defi-
nitions will lead to physically real effects. This is the

~' A. E. Scheidegger, Phys. Rev. 82, 883 (1951),

approach used by Infeld and Scheidegger. " It is the
opinion of these authors that this is also the owly way
to obtain the radiation of a two-body system if there is
any. The argument for this is largely one of principle,
namely, if the gravitational motion of a system of two
bodies in otherwise empty space is to be determined by
the initial conditions implying position and velocities of
the bodies only, then there is no room for additional
boundary conditions that would determine in which of
several choices of "stages" ("with" or "without" radia-
tion) the system would be at a later instant. It seems to
the writer logically impossible that a system whose be-
havior is thought to be completely determined by the
initial conditions (according to the causalistic rela-
tivity theory) should have the freedom of several
"behaviors. " Since a solution fitting the initial condi-
tions has been found, this is not only a solution, but the
only solution of the problem. Nothing, of course, is
being said of the possibility of gravitational radiation if
the system is subjected to additional forces and not only
to the gravitational ones originating from itself.

Nevertheless, the argument given in the last paragraph
has been and still is being questioned by noted experts
in relativity" who maintain that a different approach
from that of Einstein, Infeld, and Hoffmann to the two-
body problem and a different definition of "radiation"
might lead to a diGerent behavior of the system from
that presented in the previous sections of this paper.
To this date, however, nothing of such a diferent ap-
proach is to be found in the literature.

10.THE EINSTEIN-INFELD-HOFFMANN FORMALISM;
IN GENERAL COVARIANT NONLINEAR

FIELD THEORIES

In the last section the deduction of the equations of
motion in general relativity theory was studied. It
would be interesting to know whether the procedure out-
lined there is restricted to relativity theory or whether
it might be possible to generalize it in such a way that
it provides one with a scheme allowing to find equations
of motion in any given nonlinear field theory.

Recently Bergmann23 has made an attempt to set up
a general covariant scheme for many types of field
theories. Then, relativity theory would appear as a
special case in this formalism. The principal aim in
Bergmann's" investigations was to bring all these
field theories into a Hamiltonian form so that their
quantization would be possible (see Bergmann and
Brunings'4). In the classical part of his work, however,
he points out some features which are connected with
the equations of motion. One of his statements is that
it should be possible to deduce in a covariant nonlinear
theory the equations of motion of the sources from the
field equations. If this is true, then it must be possible

2' Private communications, notably from Dr. P. G. Bergmann,
Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York."P.G. Bergmann, Phys. Rev. 75, 680 (1949).

~4 P. G. Bergmann and J.Brunings, Revs. Modern Phys. 21, 480
(1949).



to 6nd Lorentz's equations of motion of an electron in
a generalized nonlinear theory of the electromagnetic
field, (see the attempts of Born," Born and Infeld, "
Infeld, '7" Infeld and Wallace" ) in the same way as the
equations of motion of stars are found in general
relativity theory. Up to now it has not yet been possible
to deduce the equations of motion of an electron from
an electrodynamic held theory.

We denote the field variables by yA, (2=1 Ã)
where E is the number of algebraically independent
components. It will be assumed that the field equations
can be deduced from a variational principle of the form

JA —JABayy
(

+. . . (10.8)

A further remarkable property of this scheme is that
the 6eld variables must ful611 4 identities, namely,

(pA. "yBJ-A) ~~+yA(.J-A=0

(gcnci'Rlizcd 81RIiclil idelltltics).
The expressions J~ contain the 6eld variables and

their 6rst and second derivatives. The second deriva-
tives occur only linearly, and their coefficients cari be
represented in the form

8J=8 )t J.(yA, yA(B)d'x=0, (10.1)

Thus, the third derivatives occur only linearly in the
ldcntltles (10.7) and tllosc must caiiccl cRcli otliei'. It
follows that thc cocfficlcnts L 7 must satisfy thc
idcntltlcs

satisfied in the four-dimensional domain V. I. is an
algebraic function of yg and yg)p only. The field equa-
tions which result from the (infinitesimal) variation of
the field variables in the interior of V are

BJ ( BJ
JA—

~ ~yAis~ is

(10.2)

the 6eld variables are assumed to transform according
to a law having the form

~yA=yA yA &(pAp 5 Ii' yA]it/ )+0(0 ) ~ (10 4)

The F& & are numbers characteristic for the type
of 6eld variables used. It should be noted that by~ are
the changes of the yz as functions of their arguments
(and not as functions of the world point only); hence,
the second term in (10.4).

The field Eqs. (10.2) must be covariant. If the I.agran-
gian, in the face of an infinitesimal coordinate trans-
formation, adds a divergence, then that condition is
sufficient (though possibly not necessary) to assure
covariant field equations. For, in this case, the infini-
tesimal change in the integral I can be expressed by
means of a surface integral, and it must be assumed
that the coordinate transformation is the identity on
the boundary of our volume of integration. Thus, one
has

With respect to an iqfinitesimal coordinate trans-
formation,

(10.3)

OJ 2yB, rs 2~ (Oy+~ iy) ~ (10.12)

The right-hand sides will be the I." of the second
order formed from the 6rst-order solutions. The left-
hand sides satisfy identically the four relationships

(P ByI AOa8+P BaJACHy+P BSJACya)y 0 (10 9)

To deduce the equations of motion from the above
scheme, one has to apply an approximation procedure.
The solutions of the held equations are to be obtained
Rs R pomcl scllcs ln R ccltRln parameter X

yA=oyA+& iyA+&22yA+ . =0. (10 10)

The time differentiation is thought to raise the order of
the differentiated term; thus, the "comma" difkrentia-
tion is used in the same sense as before.

The zeroth approximation of the approximation
procedure shall be a "trivial" solution, a rigorous solu-
tion of the field equations in which all field variables are
constants. Thc 6rst approximation will yield

IABrs y 0

The solutions Iy~ will generally not be defined through-
out space. At each instant of time there wi11 be certain
three-dimerisional domains in which the field equations
have no bounded solutions. However, only such solu-
tions will be considered in which each one of these
singular regions can be surrounded by a closed surface
5 on which the field equations are satisfied. Proceeding
to the next approximation, the equations have the form

8J.= 0Q &)„+0(02), (10.5) P ci
y ( JABrs y ) 0 {1013)

where the Q~ are functions of the $~ and their deriva-
tives. Then, the transformation laws of the 6eld equa-
tions can be computed straightforwardly to be

irrespective of the choice of the second-order 6eld vari-
ables. On a surface 5 surrounding a singularity, on
which (10.12) are to be satisfied, one has then

'2' M. Born, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A143, 4j.a (j.934).
'"' M. Born and L. Infeld, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A144, 485

(&934)."L.Infeld, Proc. Cambridge Phil. Soc. 32, 127 (1936).
L. Infeld, Proc. Cambridge Phil. Soc. 33, 70 (1937).

0=— Ii „„~'Oyg 01.~~"'2ya „,e]d5

pA„c'0yc 2J.A(0y+X iy) 222dS„(10.14)
a 8
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which represent for that singularity inside S the three
equations of motion and the law of conservation of
"mass. "

To investigate the possibility of the existence of
equations of motion in different nonlinear field theories,
one has to apply Eq. (10.14) systematically to certain
types of possible field variables. The results quoted here
have been deduced by Scheidegger. "

Starting with field theories using one seal
variable only, one sets

one obtains the following change of the field variables
(except for the term originating in the coordinate sub-
stitution):

A„"=(bp„eP—)„)Ap 8p„——Ap eP—)gbp„i)„gA, . (10.19)

Hence,
(10.20)

y~=4

ar field The calculation of the surface condition with these
coefticients (denoting the "trivial" solution, constant in

space and time, by a,) yields
(10.15)

Then, the transformation of the held variables is given
by just the last term in Eq. (10.14) so that the coeS-
cients F~ ~ all vanish

(10.16)

ye=A p. (10.17)

Using the in6nitesimal transformation

(10.18)

' A. E. Scheidegger, Help. Phys. Acta 23, 740 (1950).

The surface conditions, therefore, become trivial
identities, and one gets the result that no equations of
motion can be deduced in any scalar field theory what-
soever.

The next more complicated type of field variables are
vectors. Thus,

0= — F~„&b~L egdS= a„L'mgdS. 10.21

This shows that the four conditions of Eq. (10.14)
reduce to only one in every vector theory whatsoever.
This one condition, however, cannot be sufhcient for
determining the motion of the singularity to which it
refers; it is just the conservation law for the pole
strength of that singularity.

Thus, one concludes that the analogous procedure to
that of Einstein, Infeld, and Hoffmann cannot be set
up for a covariant vector theory. Electromagnetic
theory is a covariant vector theory; the held variables
-are the components of the potential vector p . Even in
a nonlinear generalization such as that of Born and
Infeld" " there are, therefore, no equations of motion.

Thus one may state that a covariant held theory has
to be at least a tensor field theory so that it is possible
to obtain equations of motion from the 6eld equations.


